Still the fastest Way to Make Clear, low-Cost Copies
The Ditto D-31 duplicator is unsurpassed for turning
out clean, accurate copies-a hundred or more
a minute-for a fraction of a cent each. And all
reflect the sharpness and clarity you expect from
Ditto-a world leader in duplicating machines.
D-31 is remarkably easy to operate. Just snap
on the Ditto master you've typed or drawn-and
you're set to run all the copies you need of
bulletins, form letters, graphs, schedules, maps,
procedures, programs, charts, whatever. Up to
300 copies from a single Ditto master. You can
even reproduce in up to five colors at the same
even speed.
The D-31 is loaded with features that make

duplicating jobs convenient and trouble-free.
"No-Pour" fluid system meters fluid directly from
the can, eliminating spills and messy cleanup;
providing more copies per gallon. Sure Feed
Tray and Positive Feeder reduce chance of
double feeds. And the Magic Copy Control
assures even copy density-to the last copy
Dependable Ditto duplicators are also
available in manually operated models. Whether
yours is a small business or a large industry, a
government agency or a church, a professional
office or a remote field operation, the D-31 is
unbeatable for making fast, high quality copies
at a very small cost.
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Features: D-31 Electric Powered Duplicator
1. Receiving Tray & Stacking Guides

3. 3-Digit Counter

Assures uniform stacking, eliminates jogging and
extra handling.
2. ON/ OFF Pressure Control (not shown)
Adds to the life of your roller. OFF switch
automatically disengages roller, eliminating
possibility of damaging flat spots.

Keep accurate count of copies run, reduces
paper waste from overruns and chance of copy
shortage. Convenient too.

Specifications
Copying Surface:

D-31 Electric Powered Duplicator

8-1 / 2" x 13-5/8" (21.59 cm x 34.61 cm)

Dimensions:

Accommodates Paper:

14" high x14-3/4"wide x 30-1 / 2" long (with
receiving tray extended) (35.56 cm x 37.47 cm x
77.47 cm)

9" x 14" (22.86 cm x 35.56 cm)
Copy Margin:

3/8" (9.52 mm) automatic feed
1/2" (12.7 mm) hand feed

Weight:

· 68 lbs. without cabinet (30.84 kg)

Standard Features:

Electrical System:

"No Pour" Fluid System
Sure Feed Tray and Positive Feeder
Reset Counter
Fingertip Margin Adjustment
Block-out Slot

115 volt, 60 cycle, AC

Color:

Black

Speed:

Up to 110 copies per minute
Special Features on D-31:

Red signal operating light
Single copy control lever
Combined on /off switch
Pressure control
Optional Feature:

Matching cabinet to support machine, hold
fluid can and store fluid supply.
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Makes Masters, Transparencies Automatically
Now you can say goodbye to the bothersome,
time-consuming job of typing spirit masters,
cutting stencils, making transparencies. Take
the short cut with a Ditto Automaster thermal
unit that can produce masters and
transparencies directly from original
documents - in less than ten seconds and for
just pennies.
Save hours of typing time, proof reading,
laborious tracing, messy corrections. The
Automaster thermal unit makes sharp, 100%
accurate masters every time. It provides clear,
bright transparencies for use with overhead
projectors for instruction groups, sales seminars,
society meetings, demonstrations. These same

transparencies, of course, can be used as
masters to run off distribution copies.
The Automasterthermal unit even laminates,
providing protection for much-used
documents- at a fraction of normal laminating
costs. Its solid state thermistor circuit permits
continuous operation without dial resetting.
Operating the versatile Automaster thermal
unit is simplicity itself. No warm-up time is
necessary. Simply insert the original into a Ditto®
brand Facsimile Set, turn the dial to the job you
wish to do, and insert the materials. In seconds
the finished product emerges. Your master,
stencil, transparency or laminated sheet is
ready to use!
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Ditto Automaster
Thermal Unit
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Features

Specifications

1. ON/OFF Thermal Control
Sol id state thermistor circuit automatically
regulates speed, protects against heat
buildup. Eliminates guesswork and dial
chasing.
2. Jam Release
Should a jam occur, lamp and motor drive shut
off automatically; easy-to-reach pressure
release facilitates removal of original.

Operation:
One control, automatic feed
Supplies:
Uses Ditto brand Facsimile Masters,
transparency sets, stencils and laminate sets.
Dimensions:
6" high x 76-1 / 2" wide x 20" long (15.24 cm x 41.91
cm x 50.80 cm)
Weight:
32 lbs. (14.52 kg)
Color:
Black
Power Requirements :
110 volt, 60 cycle, AC.

Instant Warm-Up
Solid State Thermistor Circuit
Transport Pressure Release
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